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HI ANY DAY NOW 7:15 
0 JIMMY'S GROOVE 4:44 
0 THE GLORY OF LOVE 5:06 
0 YOU'RE THE ONE 5:24 

0 TUFF 4:10 
0 JUMPIN'WITH 

SYMPHONY SID 4:57 
0 GEE BABY, AIN'T I GOOD 

TO YOU 3:30 
0 HANK'S GROOVE 5:26 

HANK CRAWFORD—alto sax 
JIMMY McGRIFF—organ 
JIMMY PONDER-guitar 
VANCE JAMES—drums 

Produced by BOB PORTER 

Recorded direct to two track digital at Van 
Gelder Recording Studio (Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ); April 4 and August 9,1989. 

Mastering—George Horn 
(Fantasy Studios, Berkeley) 

Jimmy Ponder appears courtesy of 
Muse Records. 
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The Compact Disc Digital Audio System offers, on a 
small, convenient sound-carrier, state-of-the-art sound 
reproduction. The Compact Disc’s superior performance 
is the result of laser-optical scanning combined with 

digital playback, and is independent of the technology used in making 
the original recording. Recording technology is identified by a three- 
letter code: 

fere 
DIGITAL AUDIO 

DDD 
digital tape recorder used during session recording, mixing 
and/or editing, and mastering (transcription). 

ADD 
analog tape recorder used during session recording; digital 
tape recorder used during subsequent mixing and/or editing 
and during mastering (transcription). 

AAD 
analog tape recorder used during session recording and 
subsequent mixing and/or editing; digital tape recorder used 
during mastering (transcription). 

For best results, apply the same care in storing and handling Compact 
Discs as you would with conventional records. No cleaning will be nec¬ 
essary if the Compact Disc is always held by the edges and is replaced in 
its case immediately after playing. Should the Compact Disc become 
soiled with fingerprints, dust or dirt, it can be wiped (always in a straight 
line, from center to edge) with a clean, soft, dry, lint-free cloth. No solvent 
or abrasive cleaner should ever be used. If you follow these suggestions, 
your Compact Discs will provide a lifetime of pure listening enjoyment. 
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1. ANY DAY NOW 7:15 
(Bacharach-Hilliard) Chappell & Co., Inc.-ASCAP 

2. JIMMY’S GROOVE 4:44 
(Jimmy McGriff) Holiday Heart-BMI 

3. THE GLORY OF LOVE 5:06 
(Billy Hill) Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc.-ASCAP 

4. YOU’RE THE ONE 5:24 
(Adolph Smith) EMI Unart Catalog, Inc.-BMI 

5. TUFF 4:10 
(Ace Cannon) Irving Music-BMI 

6. JUMPIN’WITH SYMPHONY SID 4:57 
(LesterYoung) Unichappell Music/ 
Elvis Presley Music-BMI 

7. GEE BABY, AIN’T I GOOD 
TO YOU 3:30 
(Redmon-Razaf) Michael H. Goldsen, Inc. / 
Razaf Music-ASCAP 

8. HANK’S GROOVE 5:26 
(Hank Crawford) Peeper Music-BMI 

HANK CRAWFORD—alto sax 
JIMMY McGRIFF—organ 
JIMMY PONDER-guitar 
VANCE JAMES-drums 

Produced by BOB PORTER 

Recorded direct to two track digital at Van Gel- 
der Recording Studio (Englewood Cliffs, NJ); 
April 4 and August 9,1989. 

Recording engineer—Rudy Van Gelder 

Mastering—George Horn 
(Fantasy Studios, Berkeley) 

Art direction—Phil Carroll 
Design—Gilles Margerin 
Photography—Phil Bray 

Jimmy Ponder appears courtesy of 
Muse Records. 
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The precious and ineffable quality known as “soulfulness,” with which many musicians claim an 
acquaintance but few truly seem to have knowledge of, always enlivens the genre-bending 
music created by Hank Crawford and Jimmy McGriff. Whenever Hank sets alto saxophone to lips 
and Jimmy’s fingers strike the Hammond B-3 organ keys, personal reservoirs of pungent feeling 
are tapped and meaning is given to that elusive soul word. 

The simply declarative title of Messrs. Crawford and McGriff’s third collaborative outing, On 
the Blue Side, points out the color of those expansive emotions.The two are master bluesmen, 
so lucid and purposeful when depicting subtle moods, and the blues bedrock they build their 
playing upon has served them in good stead for decades. 

Hank Crawford first concentrated emotion in his horn as a teenager working behind blues 
troubadours such as B.B. King and Junior Parker in Memphis clubs almost 40 years back. Ray 
Charles took the young, college-educated musician under his wing in 1958 and Hank would 
accommodate Brother Ray as songwriter, arranger, and saxophonist during the heady “What I’d 
Say” times, ultimately becoming musical director of the Charles big band. 

Even before stepping out on his own in 1963, Crawford recorded several soul-on-his-sleeve 
feature albums for Atlantic that reflected the special wisdom he was acquiring for his deep 

involvement with that Charlesian amalgam of gospel, blues, jazz, and country music.The 
remainder of the Sixties and then the Seventies saw a steady stream of recordings for Atlantic, 
Cotillion, and Kudu.The Eighties found him signed to Milestone and once again in touch with his 
bluesy muse (the LPs Midnight Ramble, Indigo Blue, Down on the Deuce, Roadhouse Sym¬ 
phony, Mr. Chips, Night Beat). 

Bass player Jimmy McGriff initially enveloped himself in an aura of blues by sharing the late 
Fifties stage of Pep’s Showboat in Philadelphia with Big Maybelle and other gritty notables. 
Enraptured by the sound of Richard “Groove” Holmes’s electric organ at his sister’s wedding, he 
abandoned the bass and a law enforcement job to give his undivided attention to the keyboard in¬ 
strument. Instructors Jimmy Smith, Milt Buckner, and Holmes, who just so happened to be wizards 
at pulling out the stops, instilled in McGriff the importance of personalization and emotionality. 

The unexpected Billboard chart success which greeted the release of McGriff’s r&b sides for 
the Sue label in 1962 set him on his inexorable course as a leading exponent of the B-3.Through 
triumphant years and quieter ones, Jimmy has stamped the many albums made for Sue, Solid 
State, Blue Note, and Groove Merchant with his r&b-blues imprimatur.The Milestone affiliation 
in recent years—five solo sets plus the albums co-featuring Hank—has been a particularly 
strong one, artistically and marketwise. 

Abounding with deep-seated honesty, Hank Crawford and Jimmy McGriff bring to On the Blue 
Side an urbane earthiness which is not only exhilarating but also richly prepossessing. Along with 
splendidly understated bent-note guitarist Jimmy Ponder and yeoman drummer Vance James, 
the globe-trotting “Soul Survivors” excel in putting what the organist calls “a different kind of feel¬ 
ing” into both familiar and unlikely material that would be lifeless in less expressive hands. 

Chuck Jackson’s “Any Day Now,” a 1962 soul hit for the singer, is resurrected with low-flame 
exuberance, casting a spell that should enchant longtime fans and curious, young listeners 
alike. Ace Cannon’s “Tuff,” originally a countrified r&b tune, induces pleasure for the compelling 
way Hank follows its melodic contours—his phrases drenched in the r&b saxophone tradition, 
not corn syrup—and for the sensual moonlight glow cast by the other musicians. 

Fresh readings of ballads “Gee Baby, Ain’t I Good to You,” which started life as a McKinney’s 
Cotton Pickers jazz number before Nat “King” Cole embraced it, and “The Glory of Love” 
(’member Benny Goodman’s best-selling version?) reveal the fetchingly contemplative view¬ 
points of Hank and Jimmy. Lester Young’s “Jumpin’ with Symphony Sid” emphasizes the swing¬ 
ing jazz capabilities of this world-class session quartet, while “You’re the One” and a pair of r&b 
feel-good originals, “Jimmy’s Groove” and “Hank’s Groove,” chug right along with the spry vet¬ 
erans telling suavely fervid short stories. 

“When you get in the studio,” McGriff says of the date, “it’s very hard to get the feeling that you 
get in a club because there’s no audience [to respond to] and you have to put the audience there. 
Once I can do that and project a feeling, then I can lock into something.” Here Hank Crawford 
and Jimmy McGriff reach far inside putting a lock on soulfulness to project the blues. Lucky us. 

Frank-John Hadley Down Beat/ Jazziz 
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ANY DAY NOW 7:15 
JIMMY’S GROOVE 4:44 
THE GLORY OF LOVE 5:06 
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YOU’RE THE ONE 5:24 
TUFF 4:10 
JUMPIN’ WITH SYMPHONY SID 4:57 
GEE BABY, AIN’T I GOOD TO YOU 3:30 
HANK’S GROOVE 5:26 
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